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If you’re like me, you support several community nonprofits worthy 
of your time and resources. I’m so pleased that you consider public 
media among the services that can’t be taken for granted.  

It was a most interesting 2017, our 97th year of existence as a  
broadcaster serving central Ohio. I ask you to spend a few minutes 
paging through this annual community report, designed to show the 
results of your support. There are some wonderful stories here, but 
also clear impact metrics. Contemplating a year of activity is a good 
exercise and our marketing team made the excellent choice to frame 
the year with the WOSU vision statements from our strategic plan.  
We live our vision every day. 

Our staff, students, board, and volunteers look forward to a truly 
extraordinary 2018 with great expectations: continued growth in 
audience and membership across all our broadcast channels; millions 
more accessing our online videos, blogs, and podcasts; a series of 
public forums on the vital upcoming gubernatorial election; a major 
grant to help WOSU assist with local jobs growth; an expansion in 
educational services working with teachers and preschool caregivers; 
and a year of intense planning for a new headquarters as part of the 
15th & High University District.  

It will be quite a ride. Thanks for being part of it. 

Best Wishes,

Tom Rieland
WOSU Public Media General Manager
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COVERING OVER A
QUARTER OF OHIO
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2 PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS
89.7 NPR News and Classical 101

Plus 4 Regional FM Stations:
Coshocton, Mansfield, Marion, Portsmouth

1 PUBLIC TV STATION
Columbus

And 4 Channels:
WOSU TV, WOSU Plus, 

WOSU Ohio & WOSU Kids

1 MOBILE APP
Available for iPhone, iPod touch, 
iPad, Android and Amazon devices

2 WEBSITES
wosu.org and 

columbusneighborhoods.org



BE THE ESSENTIAL SOURCE 
OF MEDIA THAT BRINGS 

DISTINCTIVE AND DIVERSE 
INSIGHTS ABOUT OUR WORLD
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The Vietnam War

Thirty-four million viewers across the nation watched the compelling stories 
presented by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick in their Vietnam documentary 
series on PBS in October. And WOSU is honored to have had the opportunity 
to tell thoughtful and moving stories about experiences local men and 
women had in Vietnam. WOSU shared these stories on TV, radio, and 
through social media. In addition, the audience was expanded through 
companion newspaper articles created in a unique collaboration with  
The Columbus Dispatch. And nearly 200 WOSU members joined us at the 
Gateway Film Center for a preview screening of the series.

These reports examined a local veteran’s long and determined struggle with 
PTSD, operations during the war at Lockbourne Air Force Base, the moving 
account of a local army nurse in Vietnam, the poignant and challenging 
memories of African Americans and Latinos who served overseas, the  
inspiring story of a local family that opened their home to Vietnamese refugees, 
and the landmark changes the conflict brought to the Ohio State campus. 

“Thank you for helping us tell our stories,” one local Vietnam   
veteran wrote WOSU. 

I believe that many veterans and  
non-veterans will find healing and hope  
through your efforts.
– Russell Clark, local Vietnam veteran profiled in Columbus Neighborhoods
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Broad & High

Even after 156 original episodes since its premiere in 2013, Broad & 
High continues to tell fascinating stories about central Ohio’s  
exceptional artists, festivals, creators and innovators. Stories this year 
included the moving “Silent Soldiers Memorial,”Dublin’s ambitious 
and fanciful yarn-bombing project, and an entire episode dedicated  
to artists who opened their homes and studios to the public as part  
of the city’s second annual Columbus Open Studio and Stage tour. 

Production support for Broad & High is provided by The Greater 
Columbus Arts Council and PNC.

Columbus Neighborhoods

How well do you know Columbus? Well enough to tell 100 
 stories? That’s how many stories were produced this year for  
the Columbus Neighborhoods weekly series. WOSU visited all 
parts of Columbus to tell these stories, from the three-street 
Stambaugh-Elwood neighborhood on the South Side to the 
Leatherlips monument in Dublin. 

The story about the Groveport family that opened its arms to  
Vietnamese refugee children moved us. The history of Erlenbusch’s, 
an ice cream parlor that dates to the 1860s, amazed us. And like 
many of the stories, our history of Buckeye Lake attracted tens  
of thousands of views online. And there’s more to come. We’ll  
see you in the neighborhood.

Production support for Columbus Neighborhoods is provided by Capital 
Sponsors: American Electric Power and State Auto Insurance Companies; 
Hometown Sponsors: Bailey Cavalieri LLC, COTA, Fahlgren Mortine, 
OhioHealth and The Columbus Foundation; Contributing Sponsors: Barbara 
Fergus, Nancy Jeffrey, The Hattie and Robert Lazarus Fund of The Columbus 
Foundation, Thomas and Nancy Lurie, and Robert and Missy Weiler.

WOSU Productions

From a panel discussion about the roots of Evangelicalism to a 
presentation by acclaimed author J.D. Vance, many nonprofits and 
educational units turn to WOSU for production assistance and live-
streaming of their events. In October, WOSU partnered with WCMH on 
an Issue 2 debate that was carried by both commercial and public 
television stations around the state. WOSU also livestreamed addresses 
by Ohio State president Michael V. Drake, recorded multiple TEDx 
events, created training and recruitment videos for academic units, 
provided coverage of a statewide high school poetry recitation contest, 
and produced spots for the “Columbus Makes Art” campaign.

Thirty-six productions WOSU livestreamed in 2017 can be seen 
at livestream.com/WOSU. 

As a professor who 
teaches city planning 
history, my students 
are curious about 
what shaped the city 
we live in. Columbus 
Neighborhoods does 
a tremendous job 
presenting this rich 
history in a compelling 
and engaging format. 
 
– Jason Reece, Ph.D.
 The Ohio State University



5,442
Mobile App  

Downloads/Installs
1/16/17 - 12/17/17

Digital Access

WOSU’s website audience grew rapidly during its first full year with 
an expanded Digital Media team. wosu.org recorded more than three 
million pageviews for the first time in the history of the website. 
Online news coverage was the biggest spark of the online growth. 
Pageviews for local news stories rose 217% over the previous year. 

WOSU’s video content reached vast new audiences in 2017 by  
positioning individual segments from local productions of Columbus 
Neighborhoods and Broad & High as well as Classical 101 live 
in-studio performances on Facebook and other social networks. Our 
videos attracted more than 3.5 million views utilizing these channels. 

Digital Immersion

Chief Content Director for Digital Media Nick Houser was selected  
to be one of 25 public TV digital leaders to take part in the first PBS 
Digital Immersion Project. The professional development program 
allowed Houser and other colleagues from around the country to take 
part in PBS’ annual TechCon conference. There, they worked together 
on digital-first production processes and learned about other digital 
topics. The project also provided training on data analysis and analytic 
measurement, audience development, project road-mapping and 
social media strategies. As a part of the project, Houser is developing 
an overall digital and social media strategy for WOSU.

3,684,432 
Pageviews

 1,240,957+
Pageviews from  

News Stories

1,498,786 
Users

2,502,399
Visits/Sessions 

41% 

56% 

217% 

38% 
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BUILD A BETTER

COMMUNITY 
THROUGH INVOLVEMENT 
AND ILLUMINATION



Replay! Classical 101 Instrument Drive 

In the summer of 2017, Classical 101 launched WOSU’s first-ever 
musical instrument drive to benefit music programs in Columbus 
City Schools. Replay! collected more than 300 instruments, most  
of which quickly found their way into classrooms, marching 
bands and orchestras throughout the district.  

Replay! was conceived as a way for Classical 101 to have 
a positive impact in our community through music. It 
raised the station’s visibility outside our regular audience 
and provided an opportunity for all of WOSU’s 
platforms to collaborate on a community project. 
By any of these measures, Replay! was a success.

Chasing the Dream 
A Multi-Platform Reporting Project 

Columbus is one of the fastest growing cities in Midwest. However, for all its 
success, more and more Columbus residents find it harder to achieve the dream 
of financial security. The region’s income gap ranks among the nation’s widest.

In the fall of 2017, WOSU Public Media, in a multi-platform project, examined the 
struggle of low-income people to realize the dream of financial peace of mind. 
Chasing the Dream focused on three areas that affect upward mobility: lack of 
access to affordable housing, efficient transportation and health care.   

WOSU reporters, producers and photographers talked to people who struggle  
to make ends meet. Some can barely pay the rent, others have 90-minute bus 
commutes to work and others cannot get an appointment at one of the few  
dental clinics in their neighborhood. 

WOSU aired a weeklong series during Morning Edition on 89.7 NPR News and  
produced a special edition of WOSU TV’s Columbus Neighborhoods. All of the 
work appears on a robust website – wosu.org/chasingthedream. 

Chasing the Dream showed how WOSU Public Media radio, TV and digital  
producers can work collaboratively to tell an important story. It will be the first  
of many such projects to come. 

23
Trumpets
Donated

19
Guitars

Donated

170+
Individual 

Donors

35
Saxophones

Donated

45
Flutes

Donated

300+ 
Instruments 

Donated

Natalie dropped off a euphonium and clarinet that 
belonged to her great-grandfather. The H. N. White 
Company of Cleveland, known for making King Band 
instruments, produced the instruments that she   
and her brothers donated.
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Side Effects – A Regional Look at Health Care
WOSU Public Media has worked with four other public radio stations to  
examine key healthcare issues in the Midwest. The reporting sheds light on root 
causes of community-wide health problems – from chronic disease to mental 
health and addiction to infant mortality – and on new efforts to solve them.  
To read these stories of impact, visit wosu.org/sideeffects.

Keeping Communities Safe
The public television signals that cover most of Ohio are now being used to send 
emergency alerts and messages statewide thanks to the leadership of WOSU Public 
Media. This new alert system, OEAS Public AlertNet, was created with an innovative 
technology backbone using what’s called datacast signals from public television 
transmitters to deliver vital emergency alerts and messaging to public safety  
officials. Along with Ohio’s public broadcasters, other state partners include the Ohio 
Emergency Management Agency and the Ohio Broadcast Media Commission.

When I’m 65 Event
On May 18 at the Fawcett Center, WOSU and the Association for 
Financial Counseling & Planning Education co-hosted a forum and 
documentary screening of When I’m 65 along with Detroit Public 
Television. The event, “Building the Bridge to Investor Education and 
Protection,” looked at retirement in the 21st century.

IN THE
COMMUNITY

Guests Attended

Ann Fisher, host
of All Sides with Ann 
Fisher, moderated
the discussion
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Building Future Leaders

Through its weekly high school quiz show, In the Know, 
WOSU has celebrated scholastic achievement for more 
than 34 years. And this year’s championship team had 
a special legacy connection: Danny Cordray was on the 
winning team for Central Crossing High School and  
his father, Richard Cordray, was on the championship 
team 40 years earlier for Grove City High School.  

Production support for In the Know comes from   
American Electric Power.

WOSU was able to continue the tradition of recognizing 
student success with another year of its Student Fellowship 
program after last year’s launch. Through this fellowship, 
Ohio State students are immersed in learning all aspects 
of public broadcasting. Deepti Hossain is the recipient of 
the 2017/2018 Student Fellowship. 

We are so thankful to PBS and WOSU for our newly 
refurbished teachers’ lounge! And thank you for all the 
wonderful educational resources you offer! 
– Faculty of St. Francis DeSales High School

Ruth Seggerson, a government teacher at St. Francis DeSales 
High School, was the winner of “Teach Boldly,” a national   
Sweepstakes for educators sponsored by PBS that provided 
a makeover for her school’s teachers’ lounge.

11
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BE THE FOREMOST

CONNECTION 
TO ARTS, MUSIC AND 
CULTURAL EXPERIENCES
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Classical 101 – Compose Yourself
Classical 101 continues to focus on local performers and local productions. Our hosts 
produced weekly programs highlighting performances by The Columbus Symphony, 
ProMusica Chamber Orchestra, performing groups at OSU, and ensembles from 
around central Ohio. And local pianist Orlay Alonso co-hosted a second season of 
Musica Cubano with Christopher Purdy. Locally produced weekly shows included 
Musica Sacra, Essential Classics, The American Sound, Fretworks and Symphony at 7.  

The most notable addition to Classical 101’s programming lineup in 2017 was  
Exploring Music with Bill McGlaughlin. Airing weeknights at 6pm, Exploring Music takes 
a theme each week and spins five engaging programs around the deep knowledge  
and contagious passion of host Bill McGlaughlin, one of the most recognizable and 
respected classical music hosts in the country.

Also notable in 2017 was the introduction of live streamed videos from the Classical 101 
studios. Having these videos available both live and archived greatly increased the 
potential reach of each of these interview/performance segments, with some garnering 
close to 10,000 views. Among the featured videos: the Vivo Music Festival, baroque 
cellist Juliana Soltis, Simply Three, and Grammy-winning guitarist Jason Vieaux.

As always, daily programming on Classical 101 was crafted with the listener in mind, 
focusing on how our listeners tell us they use our service throughout their day… 
an idea that we captured in a new branding 
initiative, “Compose Yourself.” 

Thank you Classical 101 for bringing beauty and 
emotion to my otherwise boring commute.
 – Carla Mello

3700 
Hours of Locally  
Produced Music  

Programming

7
Facebook Live

Events

18,900
Facebook Live
Video Views
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WOSU TV Arts Programming
From Nature, featuring astonishing scenes recorded by “spy cameras” disguised as 
animals, to The Vietnam War, a riveting examination of America’s most controversial 
war, WOSU TV presented fascinating and compelling television programs in 2017. 

The range of offerings was impressive. Call the Midwife left us gobsmacked. Command 
and Control told of a harrowing accident at an American missile silo. Poldark  
mesmerized. Victoria inspired. Sherlock astounded.

The story of a vast and complex culture came to life in Africa’s Great Civilizations.  
The horrific and tragic event that would shape a century was examined in The Great 
War. The best of Broadway came to Great Performances, and WOSU’s Broad & High 
examined the vibrant local arts scene. Columbus Neighborhoods continues to explore 
life in our community—both now and then. 

Anne of Green Gables showed, once again, that one’s home is a treasure. The Durrells 
in Corfu showed that one can treasure leaving home. And The Kennedy Center Mark 
Twain Prize celebrated David Letterman, a national treasure.

WOSU TV offers an amazing variety of shows in its four on-air services. But consistent 
among all is a commitment to providing the highest quality programs that are  
available to everyone in our viewing area at no charge.

Ken Burns The Vietnam War 

Victoria on Masterpiece 

Grantchester Season 3    
on Masterpiece 

A Capitol Fourth 

Endeavour Season 4 on Masterpiece 

Secrets of the Six Wives 

Prime Suspect: Tennison   
on Masterpiece 

Antiques Roadshow 

NOVA: Eclipse Over America 

Wild Alaska Live  

*January - October, 2017 

160 
Guests

Attended the 
Victoria screening

on January 8th
at Drexel Theatre

1

2

4

6

8

7

9

10

3

5

Top-rated programs on WOSU TV*



Community Collaborations
In public broadcasting, it truly takes a village. WOSU Public  
Media relies on community partners for collaboration, to create  
compelling content, and ideally help cause positive change.

We consistently reach out to our academic partners at Ohio State as experts 
to comment on stories for 89.7 NPR News and as content creators who provide 
concerts performed by talented students to be broadcast on Classical 101. 

Local partners and arts leaders like Greater Columbus Arts Council, Ohio  
History Connection, Ohio Arts Council, Columbus Landmarks Foundation,  
Wexner Center for the Arts, Columbus Symphony Orchestra, Short North 
Alliance, Columbus Metropolitan Library and local historical societies provide 
access to thespians, historians, musicians and change-makers.      

Through our local programming and services, and by connecting with  
community partners, we were able to tell the stories of more than 55 local 
artists and organizations, and spotlight over 45 local performances.

15
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IGNITE CHANGE 
IN YOUNG 
PEOPLE’S LIVES



WOSU Classroom

WOSU Classroom grew by leaps and bounds this year with the addition of the  
ITSCO team, providing professional learning experiences for K-12 teachers and 
administrators. In addition to professional development, WOSU Classroom now 
provides technology planning, curricular integration consultation, graduate credit, 
interactive video conferencing, and instructional design and programming.  

Highlights of this year’s professional learning events include:

• Teaching How to “Think” in a Student-Centered Classroom: Students are engaged  
  and empowered when they discover the answer themselves

• Student Voice Through Choice: Choice boards let students choose how they learn 

• Gameful Learning: Incorporating elements of games into students’ learning

• Interactive Lesson Design with Google: Classroom technology integration

Over 1,000 students participated in model lessons, showcasing enriched learning 
experiences created through the implementation of technology. Kindergartners 
explored Monterey Bay Aquarium and created marine life drawings on iPads. Third 
graders went deep sea diving with virtual reality headsets and provided thoughtful 
journal entries explaining an environment they had never physically touched.  
And a group of fourth graders created infographics about recycling based on 
research and web interviews with scientists.  

Another exciting service 
made possible through 
WOSU Classroom is the 
NASA Makerspace project, 
funded through the NASA’s 
Glenn Research Center and 
Battelle grant. Twenty-
three Library Instructional 
Aides with Columbus City 
Schools have participated, 
reaching more than 6,000 
students in a program 
that incorporates NASA 
resources in a design 
thinking curriculum. 

WOSU Classroom brings the trusted content and   
services our community needs for a lifetime of learning.

429
Professional 

Learning Events

16,393
Service Hours 

Provided 

8,710
Educators Served

1,050
Students Served
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WOSU Kids Launches

In May of 2017 WOSU Kids launched, the new broadcast television channel and digital live stream featuring 24/7 
PBS KIDS® educational programming. Children across central Ohio are now able to go to Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, 
Super Why’s Storybook Village, and Curious George’s city anytime they want, wherever they want.  

Offering this new service is kind of a big deal, so we celebrated all summer long with a series of free or low-cost 
family-friendly events throughout the region. WOSU Kids kicked things off in June at the new WOSU Gallery at COSI, 
complete with PBS KIDS costume characters, a giant coloring mural and dancing in front of the green screen while  
WOSU Kids programming played on monitors throughout the space. 

The party continued as WOSU partnered with:

• GCAC – to have a presence at the Columbus Arts Festival 

•  Wexner Medical Center – at its Community Health Day 

•  Columbus Clippers – at a baseball game 

•  Columbus Museum of Art – at Wonder Summer

Research shows that PBS stations reach more kids aged 2-5, more mothers with children under 6 years old, and more 
children from low-income families than any other network. Providing PBS KIDS programming on WOSU TV and WOSU 
Kids all-day, every day, reflects our commitment to provide accessible media that encourages learning by everyone.  

•  The Ohio State Fair –  at WOSU Kids Day

•  The Reeb Avenue Center – with a community dinner that   
 provides meals and resources to underserved families
 on the south side of Columbus
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I use NPR frequently in my 
classroom. The kids love these 
programs and they’ve enriched their 
understanding of oral history, the 
power of storytelling and empathy.
– Erin Otten, High School Teacher

8
WOSU Kids 

Summer Events

500+
Children and 

Parents/Caregivers 
Impacted by 
These Events
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5,615
Children 
Reached

Ready To Learn®
In 2017, Ready To Learn® facilitated 30 workshops for 
child care providers totaling 60 hours of professional 
development. Special events were also enjoyed by 
more than 11,000 attendees including: First Birthday, 
Be My Neighbor Day, and World Oceans Day / Ocean 
Friends Forever.

Be My Neighbor Day & World Oceans Day
What is a surefire way to ignite excitement and curiosity with kids? WOSU  
did it with the likes of Daniel Tiger, a yellow fish named Splash and his motley- 
colored friend, Bubbles.

Daniel Tiger’s charm lit a south-side community in June on Daniel Tiger’s  
Neighborhood “Be My Neighbor Day.” WOSU worked with Community Develop-
ment for All People to transform the church’s grounds at Parsons Avenue to a mini- 
carnival. Families took home learning kits assembled by neighborhood parents and 
caregivers at earlier explore-and-do coffee sessions led by WOSU’s Jan Pollard. It 
was a great way for WOSU to connect with families and share learning resources  
from PBS KIDS programming.  

On the air, the series Splash and Bubbles invites children to 
explore the wonders of ocean life. In landlocked Columbus, 
WOSU engaged young students by bringing marine life 
within their reach. The outreach project included a field 
trip with a scavenger hunt at the Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium’s Discovery Reef and Manatee Coast. 
WOSU also provided “curriculum bags” for pre-K, 
kindergarten and first grade classes in targeted Columbus 
City schools. Twelve bags are now in circulation with grade-
appropriate materials including puppets, games, books, 
manipulatives, puzzles, shark teeth and sea life counting mats.

3,981
Books 

Distributed

546
Workshop 

Participants

11,216
Special Event

Attendees 
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BE THE

INDISPENSABLE 
SOURCE FOR CIVIL 
DISCUSSION AND 
IN-DEPTH JOURNALISM
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89.7 NPR News Awards and New Shows
89.7 NPR News once again showed its stuff as the top radio newsroom in Ohio.   

The Associated Press granted WOSU first place awards in every reporting category and 
named 89.7 NPR News the Best Radio News Operation in Ohio. The AP named WOSU’s 
Esther Honig Ohio’s best reporter and awarded her first place plaques for enterprise  
and feature reporting. WOSU also won top prizes for spot news coverage, investigative 
reporting and digital presence. 

The Ohio chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists also heaped praise on WOSU. 
WOSU earned six SPJ awards including nods for coverage of minority issues and healthcare. 

13 
Contributions 

to National Radio 
Shows/Newscasts

56
Contributions 
to NPR Digital 

Platforms

1,012
All Sides with 

Ann Fisher Guests

89.7 NPR News welcomed new voices and creative programs to its schedule.

It’s Been a Minute with Sam Sanders on Sunday mornings unpacks big events of the week and 
gets personal with some of the biggest names in the arts. With his trademark curiosity and 
empathy, NPR’s Sam Sanders has a basic motto: the world is complicated; let’s talk it out.  

Columbus loves its food – whether it comes from a fine restaurant, gastropub or the family 
kitchen. Now Columbus foodies have a show to satisfy their hunger for culinary knowledge. 
Milk Street Radio on Saturday afternoons is hosted by renowned chef and author   
Christopher Kimball examining cooking, food, wine, culture, farming and restaurants. 

Politics and a Pint
More than 90 guests attended Politics 
and a Pint on March 2 at Seventh Son
Brewing, which featured a live taping 
of Columbus on the Record.

Thank you for being 
a beacon of truth 
and fact amidst so 
much chaos.
 - Rebecca Salt

≈200
Total Politics and a Pint

Guests in 2017
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All Sides with Ann Fisher 
All Sides with Ann Fisher continued to cover the issues facing central Ohio in 2017, including the ongoing opioid crisis, 
Columbus’ record murder rate, immigration, and income inequality. Politics drove much of our programming both 
at the state level with the popular Weekly Reporter Roundtable on Mondays, and at the national level with regular 
monthly chats with former NPR journalist, “Political Junkie” Ken Rudin. Notable guests included tennis legend Billie 
Jean King, documentarian Ken Burns, author and prison activist Piper Kerman, ACLU president Susan Herman, and  
an array of local and state officials.

Columbus on the Record       
Columbus on the Record, WOSU TV’s weekly political roundtable show, 
entered its 13th season in 2017. During the year host Mike Thompson 
and his panel of journalists and experts analyzed each 
week’s big stories and explained how the Trump 
administration’s changes affect Ohioans. 

Columbus on the Record also produced a unique program 
on the future of work in an age of automation and a 
Chasing the Dream special on why it’s hard for some 
central Ohioans to achieve financial security. 



Remembrance
As a media entrepreneur and longtime lover of AM radio, Ralph 
DeStefano instantly connected with WOSU Radio when he 
moved to Columbus. His wife, Dr. Johanna DeStefano, reflects 
that she doesn’t know what Ralph would have done without 
WOSU prior to his passing in 1996. 

Around the 20th anniversary of Ralph’s death, Johanna sought  
the opportunity to remember Ralph’s dedication to WOSU 
with a philanthropic gift that would build awareness and 
remembrance. Listen closely to Fresh Air or Wait Wait…Don’t  
Tell Me! and you’ll hear on-air messaging remembering Ralph’s  
life and special love of WOSU.

Transforming WOSU through

Impact
Since 1996 WOSU Public Media’s Ready To Learn® program 
has partnered with central Ohio schools and community 
organizations to help parents, caregivers and educators build 
essential skills for young children to begin school and become 
lifelong learners. In recent years, the WOSU team has utilized 
tablets and technology to enhance the in-classroom work-
shops. But, due to the significant investment needed for more 
tablets the curriculum was hindered in the ability to offer 
simultaneous engagement for all students. When the PBS 
Playtime Pad, an HD kid-safe tablet loaded with PBS KIDS 
content, debuted, the team saw opportunity. 

An anonymous donor graciously stepped forward to provide 
funding for 25 new Playtime Pads for use in WOSU Classroom 
programming. Thanks to this gift, every child in a WOSU 
Classroom workshop is able to experience consistent 
hands-on engagement throughout the program.
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Before it celebrates its centennial in 2020, WOSU Public Media plans to move its studios and headquarters 
to the 15th & High University District. Discover more at wosu.org/campaign.
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Legacy for Change
Rarely was there a day that Elaine Thomas Barnum didn’t have her radio 
tuned to Classical 101, but she struggled with reception in the kitchen 
in her home. An HD radio proved a seamless solution, but Elaine remained 
committed to the accessibility of Classical 101 for everyone in central 
Ohio. Prior to her passing in 2016, Elaine thoughtfully considered her 
philanthropic intentions and how to leave her legacy at WOSU. 

Elaine’s generosity resulted in a transformative gift to benefit 
Classical 101…a gift that will continue to spark impact for years 
to come. In 2018, this legacy commitment will help support 
an initiative to enhance the signal strength of Classical 101 
throughout central Ohio. 
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Neil Legacy Society
WOSU recognizes individuals and families 
who have named WOSU Public Media a  
beneficiary of an estate gift. It’s named in 
honor of the Neil family, who made available 
361 acres of farmland for what is now known 
as The Ohio State University – the campus 
upon which WOSU was founded. 

We are deeply grateful for these gifts and  
for the following individuals who believe 
in passing on their values to future WOSU  
viewers and listeners:

Betty and Bruce Angell

Lynne Aronson and  
William Schiffman

Kathleen and Dan Binau

Karen Bunning

Anton Chin

Kristi Cilles

Marty Connell

Lila and Luvern  
Cunningham

Lois and John Day

Kathleen Fox and  
J. Amery Fitch

Harlan Friedman

Chris Graves

Jo-Ann and Phillip Griffin

Linda and Richard  
Gunther

James Hartman

Vivian Harvey

Ann Heffernan

Dotty Henderson

Christine Hodge

Hal Hodson

Nicki and Jarrell Holloway

Mary and Ken Keller

Kathryn and Robert 
Koblentz

Linda Krumm

Craig Lewis

Kurt Lykins

Robert Mizer

Jackie and Thomas Murrill

Adlai Neubauer

Suzanne Patterson

Marie and Max 
Schirtzinger

Michael Schmidt

Stephan Smitson

Thomas Steltenpohl

R.P. Swaim

Genevieve Szuba

Phyllis Trepp

Carmen Wells

Jane Werum

Source: Audited Financial Statements for fiscal year ending June 30, 
2017. Not included: Capital fundraising in FY17 of over $1.6 million and 
revenue from the sale of WPBO TV in the FCC spectrum auction, depre-
ciation expenses, and unrealized gain within endowment investments. 

Local Content, Programming, Distribution  67%  $9,445,812

General and Administrative   17%  $2,337,450

Fundraising   13%  $1,900,200

Promotion and Marketing   3%  $399,401

2017 Operating Expenses: $14,082,863

67%

17%

13%

3%

Community Funding   44%  $6,156,090 

In-Kind Support   16%  $2,182,589 

Ohio State University   12%  $1,720,861

State and Local Grants   11%  $1,588,435

Federal Grant Funds   10%  $1,433,582 

Earned Revenue   7%  $1,008,601   

2017 Operating Revenue: $14,090,158

44%

16%

7%
10%

11%

12%

FINANCIALS & SUPPORT



The Friends of WOSU Board
The WOSU Friends Board serves as a community advisor and advocate for WOSU. 
Among its many activities, the Board calls hundreds of members to say “Thank 
You;” volunteers during pledge drives and special events; and hosts its own Board 
Challenge Night on WOSU TV, which raised over $13,000 in 2017. The Board 
serves as a key conduit of information and guidance for the WOSU leadership 
team. Each year, the Board selects a staff member who will receive the coveted 
Higgy/Tyler award. This award is funded by the Board and the honoree is selected 
from nominations submitted by staff. The 2017 recipient was Diana Bergemann, 
TV Producer/Editor who developed a comprehensive system to help TV producers 
pitch ideas and schedule content flow in a more collaborative atmosphere. The 
Board Directors as of 12/31/17 were:

Bill Schiffman
President

Kathy McGinnis
Vice-President 

Kyle Anderson
Secretary/Treasurer

Underwriters
Thanks to all our corporate, foundation and educational supporters. WOSU 
Public Media had over 186 program underwriters in 2017. Here are a few of the 
organizations that have invested in WOSU as sponsors of programming:

Friends Board 
Challenge Night:

$13,243       
Total Raised 

     

$192
Average Gift 

Amount

26,880
WOSU Public  

Media Members

11,114
Sustaining
Members

William Ballenger

Ann DiMarco

Jeri Grier

Fred Hadley 

Dale Heydlauff 

BethAnn Hullinger

Bailey Cavalieri

Columbus Eyeworks

The Columbus  
Foundation 

Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium 

Giant Eagle 

Meijer

Christine Mortine

Stacy Rastauskas

Tom Rieland

Katy Rigsby

Guadalupe 
Velasquez

Jon Hsu

Karen Ickes

Mac Joseph

Ray LaVoie

Ed Lentz

Tech Elevator

The OSU James Cancer 
Hospital and Solove  
Research Institute 

Wesley Communities

We Can Code IT

Producers Club Members are 
individuals or family foundations 

recognized for gifts of $1200 
and above during 2017

152
Producers Club 

Members

See wosu.org/producersclub 
for full listing
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Mary Alice Akins
Laura Baker
Ben Bays
Diana Bergemann 
David Blankestyn
Steve Brown
David Carwile
JC Comer
Greg Coulson
Robert Dall
Brent Davis

Michael De Bonis
Zach Douglas
Cheryl Dring
Joan Duffey
Ann Fisher
Eric French
Cindy Gaillard
Alysia Gobert-Smith
Jennifer Hambrick
Meredith Hart
Marcelita Haskins

Stacia Hentz
Rhonda Holland
Debbie Holmes
Esther Honig
Rick Hood 
Nick Houser
Amy Juravich
Tim Kelly
George Levert 
Darrin McDonald
Mike Meadows

Victoria Miller
Bill Mooney
Adora Namigadde
Shyla Nott
Chuck Oney
Gary Orr
Amy Palermo
Casey Paris
Courtney Paul
Paul Peloquin
Kevin Petrilla

Jan Pollard
John Prosek
Christopher Purdy
Kate Quickel
Mary Rathke
Jaclyn Reith
Tom Rieland
Gabe Rosenberg
Clare Roth
Christine Sadic
Hannah Schobel

Jackie Shafer
Susan Stonick
Patrick Testa
Emily Thompson
Mike Thompson
Steven Thompson
Rob Walker
Kelly Zwink

WOSU Public Media 
Staff, full-time as   
of 12/31/17




